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Figure 1: As a user demonstrates an eye recoloring portrait manipulation technique, our system records his actions in the interface and the
corresponding image processing operations in the application. It then combines information from the recordings with image recognition to
automatically generate a succinct, step-by-step visual tutorial that others can use to learn the technique (left). Our system can also generate
content-dependent macros that automatically transfer selection operations from the example to new target images. In this case our system
uses face recognition to identify the eyes and then transfers the recoloring procedure to the new target images (right).

Abstract

1 Introduction

We present a demonstration-based system for automatically generating succinct step-by-step visual tutorials of photo manipulations. An author first demonstrates the manipulation using an instrumented version of GIMP that records all changes in interface
and application state. From the example recording, our system automatically generates tutorials that illustrate the manipulation using
images, text, and annotations. It leverages automated image labeling (recognition of facial features and outdoor scene structures in
our implementation) to generate more precise text descriptions of
many of the steps in the tutorials. A user study comparing our automatically generated tutorials to hand-designed tutorials and screencapture video recordings finds that users are 20–44% faster and
make 60–95% fewer errors using our tutorials. While our system
focuses on tutorial generation, we also present some initial work
on generating content-dependent macros that use image recognition to automatically transfer selection operations from the example
image used in the demonstration to new target images. While our
macros are limited to transferring selection operations we demonstrate automatic transfer of several common retouching techniques
including eye recoloring, whitening teeth and sunset enhancement.

Photographers commonly use image processing software such
as Adobe Photoshop or the GNU Image Manipulation Program
(GIMP) to edit their raw imagery – to adjust contrast and color, blur
backgrounds, remove blemishes and wrinkles, etc. Although these
applications provide access to many powerful image manipulation
techniques, their interfaces are complex and therefore difficult to
learn and use effectively. As a result, many users rely on visual
tutorials to help them learn and work with these applications.
Visual tutorials are step-by-step depictions of the sequence of image processing operations required to produce specific effects (e.g.,
recoloring eyes). Well-designed tutorials use screenshots to visually show the relevant interface widgets, the parameters required
to invoke each operation and the resulting image after each step.
Text descriptions, highlights, arrows and other annotations further
guide users through the tutorial. Good tutorials are also succinct;
they eliminate unnecessary steps and condense repetitive steps. As
users manually perform each step, they learn the underlying image
processing operations, and they can develop new techniques that
adapt the operations to other instances of similar problems.
A variety of books [Huggins 2005; Varis 2006; Kelby 2007] and
websites (www.doubleexposure.com, www.tutorialized.com) contain thousands of such tutorials. Yet authoring tutorials is a tedious
process in which the author must remember to save the relevant
screenshots, add in the arrows and highlighting, and then lay out
the screenshots in a step-by-step manner. As a result, many websites
simply provide screencapture videos of the manipulation instead of
static tutorials. However, prior studies have shown that video-based
instructions are far less effective than static tutorials because they
force users to work at the pace of the video rather than working at
their own pace [Palmiter and Elkerton 1991; Harrison 1995].
In this paper we present a system for generating static visual tutorials by demonstration (Figure 1). As users demonstrate a manipulation technique, our system records their actions in the interface
(e.g., clicking buttons, moving sliders, etc.) and the corresponding
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image processing operations in the application (e.g., blur region,
set brush width parameter, etc.). In addition, our system applies automated image labeling to identify semantically important regions
(e.g., eyes, mouth, sky, ground, etc.) in the photograph. Our current implementation works with Zhou et al’s [2003] facial feature
recognizer and Hoiem et al’s [2005] ground plane, vertical plane,
sky classifier. Finally our system combines information from the
recordings and the image labeling to produce succinct, step-bystep, visual tutorials that include images, annotations, and contentspecific text descriptions.
One limitation of our tutorials is that they cannot explain why users
must perform each operation. Our automatically generated tutorials
are closer to annotated descriptions or histories of the operations the
users must conduct to complete the manipulation. In contrast, handdesigned tutorials found in books often explain why each step must
be performed. Nevertheless, a user study comparing our automatically generated tutorials to hand-designed tutorials and screencapture video recordings with voiceover explanations, finds that users
are 20–44% faster and make 60–95% fewer errors using our tutorials. Moreover, our tutorials are generated in a fraction of the
time required to manually capture, annotate and layout screenshots,
or record voiceovers. Thus, our automatically generated tutorials
could also serve as a first step that authors could supplement with
further explanations describing the reasoning behind each step.
Although our system focuses on generating photo manipulation tutorials we conclude with initial work on building content-dependent
macros that automatically transfer the effects described in the tutorials to new target images. More specifically, our macros use
automated image labeling to associate regions selected in the example image in the demonstration and corresponding regions in new
target images. For example, in Figure 1(right), the system labels
the irises and pupils in the example and two target portraits and
then transfers the eye recoloring manipulation between these corresponding regions. Although our content-dependent macros cannot
transfer all possible photo manipulations – they are limited to transferring selection-regions from an example to new targets, and they
require good quality image region labels – we demonstrate automatic transfer of several common retouching techniques including
eye recoloring, whitening teeth and sunset enhancement.

2

Related Work

Our approach for generating photo manipulation tutorials and
content-dependent macros builds on several areas of related work.
Graphical history. Early work on visual depictions of user operation histories depicts operations using screenshots and text in a
comic-strip style [Kurlander and Feiner 1992; Lieberman 1993;
Modugno and Myers 1994; Meng et al. 1998]. These techniques
present snapshots of the main application window in each panel
of the strip. Some of these systems crop and compose together
multiple screenshots into a single panel to further emphasize the
important operations in the history. Recent work has added richer
annotations, such as arrows and highlights, to the visual depictions
of application state [Bergman et al. 2005; Su 2007; Nakamura and
Igarashi 2008]. Building on these techniques, we visualize image
manipulations using storyboard-style annotations.
Many of these previous techniques are designed to help users selectively undo their work, and as a result they include rules for
grouping operations into semantically meaningful undo units. This
grouping also reduces the length of the comic-strip style history visualizations. Our work focuses on producing instructional material
that visualizes the operations users must perform in a manner that
is easy to understand and follow.
Interactive tutorials. Interactive tutorials such as Kelleher and
Pausch’s Stencils [2005] can be very effective, as they allow users
to stay in the context of the application and execute steps directly
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Figure 2: System overview.
from the tutorial. But generating effective interactive tutorials like
Stencils can be a tedious process. Bergman et al. [2005] solve this
problem with a demonstration-based approach for authoring interactive tutorials or wizards. However, their wizards are designed for
the Eclipse programming environment and are presented primarily
as text scripts with limited support for graphical highlighting. In
contrast, our work focuses on generating static instructional tutorials for novice users of photo manipulation tools.
Programming by demonstration. Researchers have developed
demonstration-based techniques for creating scripts or programming macros for a variety of application contexts [Cypher and
Halbert 1993; Lieberman 2001] including desktop [Modugno and
Myers 1994; Lau et al. 2004], web [Little et al. 2007; Bolin et al.
2005], and 2D graphics [Kurlander and Feiner 1992; Lieberman
1993]. A challenge common to many programming by demonstration techniques is to generalize the resulting program so that
it can automatically work with new inputs. While many of these
systems force users to manually describe how program parameters
and arguments should generalize, there are some notable exceptions. Chimera [Kurlander and Feiner 1992] uses rules and heuristics to automatically generalize demonstrations, while DocWizards [Bergman et al. 2005] learns the generalization from multiple
example demonstrations. However, these techniques are not designed to generalize photo manipulations. Inspired by recent work
on automatically transferring features such as texture [Hertzmann
et al. 2001; Efros and Freeman 2001] and contrast [Bae et al. 2006]
from one image to another, we present a technique for generating
a limited class of content-dependent macros that can transfer selection operations from one image to another.

3 System Overview
Our system consists of three main components shown in Figure 2:
Demonstration recorder. We have instrumented the GIMP open
source photo manipulation application to record the state of both the
interface and the application during an image manipulation session.
While the ingimp project [Terry et al. 2008] also instruments GIMP
to record such actions and operations, we could not adopt ingimp
as our recorder because ingimp is explicitly designed to prevent
reconstruction of user work sessions from the usage data it records.
Image labeler. Many photo manipulation techniques involve localized edits to semantically important regions of an image. We use
automated image labeling techniques to detect such regions and
combine this information with the recorded sequence of user interactions to generate descriptive text instructions for each step of
our tutorials.
Tutorial generator. Using both the recorder and labeler output,
our tutorial generator automatically creates step-by-step tutorials of
the demonstrated manipulation techniques. Each step includes text
descriptions, screenshots of the user interface, and in some cases,
visual annotations such as highlights, arrows, and callouts.
Although our implementation is based on GIMP, our approach
builds on a higher-level representation that treats the photo manipulation as a sequences of selection, filtering, transformation or
editing operations. In Section 4 we describe this general representation that is common to many photo manipulation applications. We
then describe each component of our system in Sections 5–10.
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Interface State

Application State

Click Menubar: Color
Click Color Menu: Hue-Sat
Move Slider: Saturation 05
Move Slider: Lightness 06
Move Slider: Lightness 612
Move Slider: Saturation 515
Click Button: Ok
Click Menubar: Color
Click Color Menu: Hue-Sat
Move Slider: Saturation: 015
Click Button: Ok
Click Toolbar: Pencil
Click Toolbar: Paintbrush
Drag Mouse:(0,0)(125,164)
Move Slider: Radius 97
Drag Mouse:(20,45)(85,20)
Drag Mouse:(96,21)(20,18)

null
Set Global Op: Hue-Sat
Set Param: Saturation 05
Set Param: Lightness 06
Set Param: Lightness 612
Set Param: Saturation 515
Commit Global Op: Hue-Sat
null
Set Global Op: Hue-Sat
Set Param: Saturation 015
Commit Global Op: Hue-Sat
Set Tool Op: Pencil
Set Tool Op: Paintbrush
Commit Tool Op:(0,0)(125,164)
Set Param: Brush Radius 97
Commit Tool Op:(20,45)(85,20)
Commit Tool Op:(96,21)(20,18)

Pass 1: Grouping Parameters

Pass 2: Grouping Operations

Set Global Op: Hue-Sat

Set Global Op: Hue-Sat

Set Param: Lightness 012
Set Param: Saturation 015
Commit Global Op: Hue-Sat
Set Global Op: Hue-Sat
Set Param: Saturation 015
Commit Global Op: Hue-Sat
Set Tool Op: Paintbrush
Commit Tool Op:(0,0)(125,164)
Set Param: Brush Radius 97
Commit Tool Op:(20,45)(85,20)
Commit Tool Op:(96,21)(20,18)
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Set Param: Saturation 030
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Commit Global Op: Hue-Sat
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Set Tool Op: Paintbrush
Commit Tool Op:(0,0)(125,164) 14
15
Set Param: Brush Radius 97
Commit Tool Op:(20,45)(85,20) 16
and (96,21)(20,18) 17

Figure 3: Our demonstration recorder captures and associates interface-state information (column 1) with application-state information
(column 2). Our tutorial generator groups parameter changes within an operation (column 3) and then groups multiple commit operations
for the same operation (column 4). The application-level state changes are color-coded: green for changes that set operations, blue for
parameter setting changes and red for commit operations.

4

Photo Manipulation Software Structure

In most photo manipulation applications, including Photoshop and
GIMP, users can apply a wide variety of operations to select a subregion of the image and then filter, transform, or edit the selection.
We distinguish between two types of operations. Global operations
affect the entire selection. For example, adjusting the hue-saturation
or applying a Gaussian filter are global operations. Tool operations are all operations that users apply directly on the active layer
by clicking and dragging (e.g., paintbrush, ellipse-select, translateselection etc.). Users can change application state in three ways and
we must record all three to capture a complete representation of a
photo manipulation demonstration:
Set operations. To operate on an image, users must first set the
operation. Setting a global operation usually requires traversing
the menu hierarchy, while setting a tool operation usually requires
clicking on a tool in the toolbar.
Set parameters. After setting the operation, users can adjust its
parameters via interface widgets that appear in dialog windows
spawned when the operation is first set or in toolbars located around
the edges of the main window. The primary difference between
global operations and tool operations is that tool operations treat
the pointer position as a parameter that is set whenever the pointer
is in the selection region and the mouse-button is down.
Commit operations. Committing a global operation usually requires clicking the OK button in the operation dialog. In contrast, a
tool operation is committed whenever the pointer is in the selection
region and the mouse-button is down. Thus, dragging a tool across
the active layer corresponds to both setting the position parameter
for the tool and simultaneously committing the tool operation. Performing an undo operation cancels the previous commit operation.

5

Demonstration Recorder

Our demonstration recorder is designed to record all changes in the
interface state (e.g., moving sliders, clicking menu options, entering text, etc.), as well as the resulting changes in the application
state (e.g., setting the hue-saturation operation, setting the saturation parameter, etc.) during an image manipulation session. Our
system requires both types of state information to properly interpret and depict the demonstrated photo manipulation. We capture
interface state in a GIMP specific manner and use it to show users
how to adjust the widgets in GIMP to produce the desired effect.
We capture the application state using the higher-level representation presented in Section 4 and interpret this representation to
generate succinct tutorials. As the user demonstrates a manipulation, we record the following information on every mouse-click,
mouse-drag, mouse-release or keypress:

Interface state. We record information about the widget the user is
manipulating, including the window name of the window that has
focus, widget type (e.g. slider, button, radio button, checkbox, dropdown list, menu item, toolbar item, etc.), widget position, widget
size and the widget state. We also record a screenshot of the window that has focus. Because taking screenshots is relatively slow,
we only capture them at the beginning and end of a mouse-drag
and not at every mouse position during the drag.
Application state. Whenever a new operation is set, we record the
name and a description of the operation. For the description, we
use the tooltip text associated with toolbar buttons and menu items.
Whenever an operation parameter is set, we record the parameter
value. Finally, whenever an operation is committed, we record a
few important application-level state variables including the active
layer the user is working with, the selection mask within the layer
(by default, the selection mask is the entire image), the foreground
paint color, the background erase color, etc.
After the demonstration is complete, our system immediately cleans
the raw recording (first two columns of Figure 3). First, it associates
the changes in interface state with the corresponding changes in
application state. Usually, there is a one-to-one correspondence between interface- and application-level state changes. For example,
moving the saturation slider in lines 3, 6 and 10 in the interface
corresponds to setting the saturation parameter of the hue-saturation
operation. However, some changes in application state, such as setting an operation via the menubar, require multiple interface actions. In lines 1–2 and 8–9, the user performs two interface actions
to navigate to the hue-saturation menu item. The first action, clicking on the color item in the menubar, does not change the application state. However, our tutorial must depict such navigational interface actions so that the user can see how to set the hue-saturation
operation. Thus, our system associates both of these navigational
interface actions with setting the hue-saturation operation.
Our system handles undo operations by eliminating the previous
commit operation. Finally it removes any changes in application
state that do not affect a committed operation. Users often make
mistakes, such as setting the wrong operation when demonstrating a
manipulation. For example, in line 12 the user accidentally sets the
pencil tool operation by clicking on the pencil tool in the toolbar.
However, he never commits a pencil stroke. Instead, he selects the
paintbrush in line 13 and commits a paint stroke in line 14. As a
result, our system eliminates the pencil operation in line 12.

6 Image Labeler
We leverage existing computer vision-based techniques to automatically label semantically important regions in images. We currently

such multi-labeled pixels using our current combination of face and
outdoor scene recognizers.

7 Tutorial Generator

(a) Input

(b) Regions

(c) Input

(d) Regions

Figure 4: For a given input image (a) we detect the following facial
features: eyes, iris, pupil, eyebrows, nose, lips, teeth, and face contour (b). For outdoor scenes (c), we automatically detect the sky,
ground, and vertical planes (d).
apply two recognition techniques to every input image: one for face
detection and one for sky detection. While our results depend on the
quality of the labeling, our approach is designed to work in general
with any labeled images and could work with other detectors or
even hand-labeled images.
Faces are important features in many photographs, and portraits
are commonly edited in photo manipulation tools. To detect facial features we use the Bayesian Tangent Shape Model of Zhou et
al. [2003]. This algorithm detects the 2D positions of 83 landmark
points that define the eyes, eyebrows, nose, lips, and face contour
(Figure 4a,b). Based on these landmark points, we compute the positions of the iris, pupil, and teeth. To detect the iris, we search
within the eye for a circular region with minimum average luminance. We approximate the pupil as a circle half the diameter of
the iris and co-located at the center of the iris. To find the teeth,
we look for pixels within the boundary of the lips that are nearly
white. For outdoor scenes, we use the implementation of Hoiem
et al. [2005] to automatically detect the sky, ground, and vertical
planes (Figure 4c,d).
Our system uses the image labels to produce more precise, humanunderstandable text descriptions of the spatial regions in which
users must perform the operations in each step (Figure 6 in Section 7.2). For example, in Figure 1(left) step 2 explains that the
user should select “the right iris, the right pupil, the left iris and
the left pupil” in order to recolor the eyes. Similarly, suppose the
user is demonstrating how to add blush to a face and paints a red
tinted brushstroke on a cheek to the right of the nose. Since our
face recognizer cannot identify cheeks, if the stroke is close enough
to the nose the text description will explain that user should “paint
a stroke to the right of the nose”. If no labeled feature is near the
selected region or stroke our system produces a more generic text
description such as “paint a stroke” and relies on the annotated
screenshot to provide enough context for the user to perform the
operation properly.
We compute the spatial context for a selected region or a tool operation by first generating a mask corresponding to the selection or
the pixels affected by the tool. We then intersect this mask with the
labeled segmentation generated by both the face and outdoor scene
recognizers. For selection operations, if the selection mask covers
at least 70% of the pixels of a labeled area, we set the location of
the selection to the name of the labeled region. For tools, if the
stroke mask falls entirely within a labeled area, we set the location
of the stroke to the name of the labeled region. If there is little or no
overlap between either mask and a labeled area but they are close
to one another, we use the relative locations of the bounding boxes
of the labeled area and the mask to specify if the stroke or selection is above, below, to the side, or surrounding the labeled area. In
some cases the recognizers may give the same pixel multiple labels
(e.g. face contour and sky). In such cases our system will use all
of the labels to describe the location of the operation and rely on
the screenshot to help the user further disambiguate where the operation should be performed. However, we have never encountered

Our goal in generating photo manipulation tutorials is to produce
a set of instructions that people can easily understand and learn.
We base the visual design of our tutorials on previous work in instruction design [Booher 1975; Knabe 1995; Agrawala et al. 2003]
and cognitive science [Novick and Morse 2000; Heiser et al. 2004]
that suggest guidelines for creating effective instructional material.
These guidelines are based on human-subject experiments studying the way people understand diagrammatic depictions of how to
assemble furniture, open packaging, or prepare a recipe. We summarize the most relevant design guidelines.
Step-by-step. People mentally break processes into a sequence of
steps, and well-designed instructions present each major step in a
separate panel.
Succinct. People prefer succinct instructions. Unnecessary steps
should be eliminated and repetitive sequences of steps should be
condensed and shown only once.
Annotations. People better understand the operations required in
each step when arrows, highlights, callouts and other annotations
are used to visually show how the step should be performed.
Text and images. People prefer instructions that combine text descriptions of each step with images visually depicting the steps.
Images alone are less preferable and harder to use. Text descriptions
alone are least preferable and most difficult to use.
Grid-based layout. People prefer grid-based tutorial layouts that
clearly indicate the sequence of steps and place text and annotated
images describing each step near one another.
To create a tutorial from a demonstration, the user specifies the title of the tutorial. Our system then processes the demonstration in
three stages that are based on the design guidelines. First, it groups
together consecutive changes to application state to build a succinct
sequence of steps, each involving one major image processing operation. Next, it annotates the screenshots that correspond to each
step with arrows and highlights that indicate the interface-level actions required for the user to perform each step. It also composes
text descriptions describing each step. Finally, our system lays out
the annotated screenshots and the corresponding text for each step
using a simple grid-based design to form a complete tutorial that is
designed to be printed or accessed via the web.
7.1 Grouping Operations Into Steps
When demonstrating a photo manipulation technique our experience is that users invariably tweak operation parameters repeatedly
until they achieve the desired result. In order to produce clear and
succinct, step-by-step tutorials our grouping stage processes the
raw recordings to merge repetitive operations. Such grouping is
similar to previous work on aggregating input events into higher
level actions [Kurlander and Feiner 1992; Kosbie and Myers 1993;
Nakamura and Igarashi 2008]. In our system, grouping requires two
passes through our recordings (columns 3 and 4 in Figure 3).

Pass 1: Parameter grouping. Within an operation, parameter
changes are order independent until the operation is committed. We
therefore group together all changes to the same parameter that occur between setting the operation and each commit of the operation.
The third column of Figure 3 shows how this pass merges changes
to the saturation and lightness parameters in the first execution of
the hue-saturation operation (lines 3–6).
Pass 2: Operation grouping. Users sometimes commit the same
operation multiple times consecutively to test the effects of various parameters. In the example of Figure 3, the user committed

(a) Tool Operation

(c) Drop-Down List

(e) Sliders (final state)

(d) Checkbox

(f ) Sliders (initial state)

(b) Global Operation

(g) Brush Tool

(h) Transformation Tool

Figure 5: We annotate screenshots to highlight the tasks the user must perform. The style of the annotation depends on whether a user sets
an operation (a,b), sets a parameter (c-f) or commits an operation (g,h).
Set Operations
Select <tool name|menu path> from the <toolbar|image menubar> to <description>.
Set Parameters
Slider: Set the <param name> slider from <param value before> to <param value after>
in the <dialog name> dialog.
Radiobuttons, Drop-down lists: Select <param value> in the <param name> field in the
<dialog name> dialog.
Checkboxes: [Select | Unselect] <param value> in the <dialog name> dialog.
Commit Operations
Paint: Paint using the <op name> [on <location>].
Selection: Use the <op name> tool to select [region |<location>].

Figure 6: Templates used to generate text instructions. Green variables are based on interface- and application-level information.
Blue location variables are optional and refer to labeled image
areas that are produced by our image labeler.
the hue-saturation operation twice consecutively (lines 7,11). The
operation grouping pass merges such consecutive sequences of the
same operation. For tool operations we only group together consecutive commits if all tool parameters other than the pointer position
remain fixed (lines 16–17). We cannot group the paintbrush commit
operations in lines 16–17 with the first paintbrush commit in line 14
because of the change in brush radius between them.
When grouping parameter changes we must distinguish between
absolute and relative parameter changes. Absolute changes replace
the old value of a parameter with the new value. For example,
when using the color picker tool to set the foreground color, we
only save the last color that was picked and discard intermediate
values of the color parameter. Relative changes add a new value to
the current value of the parameter. When grouping together relative
parameters, we accumulate the values of all intermediate changes.
For example, consider the image rotation operation. If we execute
a 30◦ rotation followed by a 60◦ rotation, we must accumulate the
rotation angle parameter to 90◦ . In GIMP, many parameters are absolute when they are changed within an operation dialog before a
commit but become relative when changed across commits. In our
example, saturation is an absolute parameter within an operation
(lines 3, 6) that becomes a relative parameter across the commit of
the hue-saturation operation (lines 6, 10).
After operation grouping, each line of the final representation (4th
column of Figure 3) can be rendered as a step in the output tutorial. As in Chimera [Kurlander and Feiner 1992] our system can
also more aggressively group together all parameter changes for
the same operation, which would merge the changes to the saturation and lightness parameters into a single step rather than treating
them as two separate steps. We leave this aggressive grouping as an
option to the user.
7.2 Screenshot Annotations and Text Generation
Our tutorials are comprised of annotated screenshots and descriptive text illustrating the tasks the user must perform. We render the
annotations based on the position and size information of the interface elements we record with each interface state. The style of

the annotation depends on whether a user sets an operation, sets a
parameter or commits an operation.
Set operations. Navigating through the menu hierarchy or the toolbar can be challenging, especially for novice users. Therefore we
annotate operation setting steps with arrows, circular highlights and
larger icons that indicate how users should traverse the interface
(Figure 5a,b). After adding annotations we crop the screenshots to
further emphasize the location of the operation. For example, the
GIMP toolbar window includes a set of tools at the top and an
area for setting the tools’ parameters below. When depicting how
to navigate to a tool we crop the toolbar image to only show the
relevant tool area at the top of the window.
Set parameters. We annotate parameter updates by highlighting the
change in state of the corresponding interface widget so that users
can better understand how to set the parameter (Figure 5c,d,e). After grouping relative parameters, we usually do not have a screenshot that shows the accumulated state of the parameters. In this
case, we show a screenshot of the initial state and use arrows to
indicate the final state (Figure 5f).
Commit operations. When a user commits a global operation, there
is usually a noticeable change within the selected region of the
image. As a result, we simply present a screenshot of the window
containing the image without any annotation. However, we commit
tool operations whenever the tool is dragged across the image. We
distinguish between three categories of tools depending on how the
drag affects the operation: for brushes (paintbrush, pencil, healingbrush, clone-brush, etc.) the path of mouse-drag affects the tool
operation so we annotate the exact path (Figure 5g); for transformation tools (translation, scale, gradient-tool, etc.) only the start and
end points of the mouse-drag are relevant to the operation so we
draw an arrow joining the endpoints (Figure 5h); and for selection
tools (free-select, ellipse-select, by-color-select, etc.) the outline
of the selection region is more important than the location of the
mouse-drag so we do not annotate the screenshot so that users can
see the selection outline.
We use a template-based approach to generate the text descriptions
for each step (Figure 6). Our approach is designed for extensibility
so that additional templates can be easily added to the system as
necessary to support other widgets. As explained in Section 6 we
use automated image labeling techniques and a set of heuristics to
identify the location of selection regions and tool operations.
7.3 Layout
The final stage is to lay out the tutorials so that users can easily
follow the sequence of steps. We surveyed a variety of books containing photo-manipulation tutorials and chose to adopt the gridbased layout of Huggins [2005]. For each step in the tutorial we
place the text description on the left and the annotated screenshots
next to it on the right. If there is an immediate visual consequence
to the action/operation, we add a second screenshot depicting the
consequence. Some operations, such as selections with the pathtool, require two interface actions: drawing the path and turning the
path into a selection. For such operations we show a screenshot of
both actions instead of the action and its consequence.
Given a target page size, we stack the steps vertically in columns

Figure 7: Night from day tutorial (first of 3 pages). This tutorial shows users how to make a daytime photograph look as if it was taken at
night. Operations are organized into steps that are stacked into columns. Each step includes text descriptions and annotated screenshots.
starting at the top of the page and add as many columns as possible
to fill the horizontal space on the page. To help users immediately
see the effect of the manipulations shown in the tutorial, we present
the image before and after the manipulation in the first column of
the tutorial (Figure 1 and 7). While this simple layout algorithm
allows some adaptation to different page sizes, we do not provide
any controls for resizing annotated screenshots or the text areas. As
a result, some pages may contain more white space than necessary.
We leave it to future work to explore the use of more sophisticated
grid-based layout algorithms [Feiner 1988; Jacobs et al. 2003].

8

Results and Discussion

We have used our system to generate eight visual tutorials1 including six portrait retouching techniques – changing eye color (Figure 1), whitening eyes, whitening teeth, removing eye bags, blemish
removal, and adding lip gloss – and two methods for editing outdoor
scenes – enhancing sunsets, converting day to night (Figure 7). We
have also asked first-time users in our lab to produce these eight
tutorials using our system. Each manipulation technique required
5-10 minutes to demonstrate. Both the face and outdoor scene recognizers took under a second on each input image and our tutorial
generator required between 1 and 3 seconds produce the tutorials,
depending on the number of steps.
As shown in Figures 1 and 7, our tutorials succinctly describe the
major operations required to perform the manipulation. Our system
omits unnecessary operations and condenses repetitive ones. For
example, Step 5 of Figure 7 summarizes several slider updates in a
single panel. Our tutorials also include annotations that clarify how
to perform individual steps, such as finding specific tools (Figure 7,
1

Supplemental materials are at http://vis.berkeley.edu/papers/tutgen/

Step 1) and navigating menus (Figure 7, Step 3).
Our image labeler identified all of the facial features and sky regions in the demonstration images of our eight tutorials. As a result
the text descriptions often contain good location information describing where a selection or tool operation should be performed.
However, image recognizers can produce two kinds of errors; falsenegatives and false-positives. Our tutorials are less sensitive to
false-negatives. If a feature is not found in the image our system
simply produces a more generic text description for the operation
such as “select a region” rather than “select the lip”. The system
relies on the annotated screenshot to provide enough information
for users to properly perform the selection. In contrast if recognition falsely finds a feature, the text description will mislead users
by asking them to “select the lip” even though there is no lip at that
location in the image. While it may not be possible to eliminate
false-positives, many recognition techniques include a parameter
that allows users to tradeoff more false negatives for fewer false
positives. We leave it to future work to explore good settings for
managing this tradeoff.
A limitation of our tutorials is that they cannot explain why users
must perform each operation. In some cases the explanations are
especially important for users to understand how to apply the technique to their own images. For example, one of the steps in the
creating black and white from color tutorial in the Photoshop Retouching Cookbook [Huggins 2005] involves multiplying the image
by its red color channel. The reason for this step is that red is
the highest contrast color channel in the example image and the
multiplication increases the contrast for the conversion. While our
system would include a step showing that the red channel should
be multiplied, it would not be able to explain that the user should
choose the highest contrast color channel to multiply. Without the
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User Study: Tutorial Effectiveness

We conducted a user study to evaluate the effectiveness of our automatically generated tutorials compared to hand-designed tutorials
from a book and video-based tutorials. We hypothesized that users
would be faster and make fewer errors using our tutorials than the
other types, for the following reasons. Book tutorials often leave
out a number of low-level steps required to successfully complete
a manipulation as they usually assume users are experienced with
the photo manipulation software. Novice users often have to spend
time navigating menus and trying several options to complete a
step. Video-based tutorials on the other hand force users to work
at the pace of the video and users typically have to rewind several
times to replay steps they missed or did not understand.
9.1 Study Design
Our experiment investigates the effects of two independent variables on user performance; tutorial type (book, video, ours) and
tutorial content (eye recoloring, adding lip gloss and converting
day to night). The tutorial content increased in complexity from
eye recoloring which contains 4 steps to converting day to night
which contains 17 steps. We initially found these tutorials in a book
containing Photoshop tutorials [Huggins 2005]. To produce GIMPspecific versions of these book tutorials we manually replaced the
Photoshop-specific screenshots and text instructions with GIMP
equivalents. To produce video tutorials we screencaptured GIMP
while demonstrating the manipulation and then manually added an
audio voiceover explaining each step. Finally, we used our tutorial generation system to generate our tutorials. Thus, our study
included a total of nine conditions (3 types × 3 contents).
Using Craigslist we recruited 18 subjects (10 women, 8 men) ranging in age from 20 to over 55 years old. Ten subjects had some
experience with Photoshop and eight subjects had never used a
photo-editing software before. None of the subjects had used GIMP
before. We used a within subjects study design. We first gave the
subjects a 10 minute introduction to GIMP showing them how to
use the software. Each subjects then used our instrumented version
of GIMP to perform three different photo manipulations. To mitigate learning effects we fixed the ordering of the content across all
subjects giving them the simplest eye recoloring manipulation first,
then the more complex lip gloss manipulation, and finally the most
complex day to night manipulation. Thus, each subject experienced
three combinations of tutorial type × tutorial content, where the ordering of the tutorial type was fully counterbalanced across subjects
and the ordering of tutorial content was always the same. Each of
the nine conditions was performed by six subjects.
We recorded the time it took the subjects to complete each manipulation. To determine the number of errors made by each subject
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explanation the user would likely pick the red channel instead of
the highest color channel. In most cases however, such explanations
are not critical for users to properly follow the tutorial and adapt it
to their own images. Users can often figure out how to adapt the
tutorial to their own image from knowing the goal of the tutorial
which is often stated in the title and looking at the screenshots.
We have manually examined all 116 tutorials in Huggins’ [2005]
book and determined that our system could fully reproduce all of
the relevant information including images and text for 85 of them.
Of the remaining 31 tutorials, 23 required labeling of objects (e.g.
hair, foreground objects, light sources) or image features (e.g. highlights, shadows) that our current recognizers could not provide. Our
system would produce a more generic description of the location
of an operation as in the false-negative case for labeling errors. We
found that 8 of the book tutorials including creating black and white
from color provided critical explanations for one or more steps that
our system would not be able to infer.
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Figure 8: Average time (left) and average number of errors (right)
required for each tutorial content in our user study. All differences
between our tutorials and the book and videos are significant.
we manually examined the traces produced by our demonstration
recorder. We counted an error each time the subjects selected the
wrong tool, wrong menu item, manipulated the wrong parameter or
missed a step. We also counted an error each time a subject selected
an incorrect region in the image. For example, if the tutorial asked
the subject to select the lips and the subject selected an area that
did not include any part of the lips we marked it as an error. We
did not count alternative ways to perform an operation as errors.
For example, some subjects preferred to use shortcut keys to set
an operation. We also did not penalize subjects that adjusted the
parameters to better match the input image instead of using exactly
the parameter settings indicated in the tutorial.
9.2 Study Results
The average performance time and errors for each tutorial content
are shown in Figure 8. Overall we find that our tutorials are 2044% faster and reduce errors by 60-95% compared to the book
and video. We allowed subjects up to 20 minutes to complete each
manipulation. While most subjects finished in much less time, 3
subjects failed to complete the converting day to night manipulation
and 1 subject failed to complete the adding lip gloss manipulation
using either the book or the video. No subject failed to complete a
manipulation using our tutorials. We have excluded the data from
the failed manipulations from our analysis.
Considering each content separately an ANOVA across tutorial type
reveals a significant main effect for both time and errors (p < 0.02
in all six cases). Subsequent pairwise T-tests show significant differences between our tutorials and both the book and video tutorials
with respect to both time and errors across the three content types
(p < 0.04 in all cases). However, the only significant difference for
the book-video pair is for number of errors in the eye recoloring
content (p < 0.043). All other differences in time and errors between the book and video tutorials were not significant.
These results indicate that our automatically generated tutorials are
more effective than hand-designed book and video tutorials at helping users complete the depicted photo manipulation tasks. However,
our study did not examine how well users could generalize the operations they used to new manipulation tasks. Hand-designed book
or video tutorials may be more effective for such generalization because they usually explain why the user needs to perform each step
in the tutorial. We leave it to future work to study how well users
can generalize from automatically generated tutorials.
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Macro Generator

Macros are functions that encapsulate a sequence of image processing operations required to produce specific effects. Although
applications like Photoshop and GIMP provide macro authoring
tools, the resulting macros are limited to simply playing back the
recorded operations and cannot adapt to the content of a new target
image. Consider a macro designed to recolor the eyes. To apply the
macro to a new portrait, the user would have to specify the location
of the eyes in the target image because current macro authoring systems do not support automatic detection of semantic features such
as the eyes. Yet, many common photo manipulations are content-

Input images
Result images

Portrait Retouching

Enhancing Sunsets

Figure 9: Content-dependent macro transfer. We applied the eye recoloring, whitening teeth and whitening eyes macros to the faces. While
the eye recoloring transfers well to light color irises (blue insets) it does not generalize properly to the dark colored iris (red inset). The
enhancing sunsets macro transfers very well when the image labeler properly identifies sky regions. However, it generates haloing artifacts
in the rightmost example (red inset) because the clouds are not labeled as part of the sky.
dependent in this manner.
We take a first step toward building such content-dependent macros.
We focus on the problem of computing correspondences between
regions selected in the example image used in the original demonstration and new target images. Our approach is to leverage the
labeled features identified by our image labeler. We apply both the
face and outdoor structure recognizers to label semantically meaningful features in the example image (Section 6). If the example
image contains such a labeled feature we apply to the corresponding recognizer to the target image and if it also contains the same
feature, we use the mask of the feature as the selected region in the
target image. In the eye recoloring example the author selects the
irises and pupils of both eyes in the example image. Our system
recognizes these features in the target images and uses the corresponding iris and pupil masks to transfer the selections.
This label-based approach for transferring selection regions is quite
limited, as it requires two strong conditions. First, the automated
labeler must be able to correctly identify the selected region in
both the example and target images. Second, our approach assumes
that the entire feature is selected in the example and target images.
Our approach cannot handle partial selections. Despite these stringent limitations, we have used this approach to automatically transfer several retouching macros including eye recoloring, whitening
eyes, whitening teeth and sunset enhancement to new target images.
We have applied all three portrait retouching macros to 10 faces
from our own photo collection and flickr, some of which are shown
in Figures 1 (right) and 9 (left). In addition we applied these macros
to 200 randomly selected faces from the data set of Huang et
al. [2007]. Manually examining the 200 results we found that our
system properly transferred eye recoloring to 69.5% of the images,
eye whitening to 92% of the images and teeth whitening to 89.5% of
the images. For the eye editing macros 8% of the errors were due to
the face recognizer incorrectly labeling the pupils and irises, while
all 10.5% of the teeth whitening errors were due to incorrect labeling of the teeth. Non-spatial context dependencies account for the
remaining 22.5% of the errors in eye recoloring. Our eye recoloring
macro adjusts the hue of the iris and assumes that the target iris is
relatively light. Adjusting hue alone does not significantly change
the appearance of dark eyes – see red inset in Figure 9 (left). The
appropriate manipulation depends on the color of the eye, not just
its spatial location. Although the localized edit is correctly trans-

ferred to these images, the eyes continue to appear dark rather than
green. All of these datasets and results are available at our website.
We have transferred the sunset enhancement macro to eight landscapes, three of which are shown in Figures 9 (right). While most
of the target images improve the color of the sky, the red inset of
the rightmost image shows the kinds of artifacts that can appear
when the automated labeling is not perfect. In this case the clouds
are not labeled as part of the sky and the sunset enhancement macro
produces halos around the clouds because of the mislabeling.
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Conclusion and Future Work

We have presented an automated system for generating high-quality
photo manipulation tutorials by demonstration. Our work makes
two main contributions. First, we apply design guidelines from previous research on the way people understand visual instructions to
develop succinct, step-by-step tutorials with images, annotations
and text. Second, we take an initial step toward building contentdependent macros that can automatically transfer selection regions
from an example demonstration to new target images.
There are many open and important directions for future work.
Feedback and error correction. Our system relies on combination
of automated image labeling and a 70% coverage heuristic to interpret the spatial context of selection and tool operations. Yet, our
system does not provide any feedback to users as they demonstrate
the manipulation indicating that it has correctly interpreted such
operations. A feedback mechanism indicating the system’s interpretation of the spatial location of each operation would allow users to
immediately correct incorrect inferences. Users could create, adjust
or extend a labeled region if the labeler failed to properly detect
it. Similarly, users could correct bad transfers of selection regions.
Such a mixed-initiative interaction would give the user more control
and generate more detailed tutorials and more robust macros.
Semantic tools based on computer vision. Computer vision techniques could further assist users with a variety of image manipulation tasks. For example, after recognizing that the input image
is a portrait, the system could provide higher-level selection tools
such as an eye-selector, lip-selector etc. More advanced computer
vision techniques may enable tools such as a highlight-selector or
shadow-selector. Such tools would allow users to work with a more
semantically meaningful representation of the image.

Better transfer of spatial operations. As we have noted our contentdependent macros are limited to transferring selections of labeled
regions from an example to a target image. Our system cannot
transfer spatial operations that cover only part of a labeled region
such as brush strokes, transformation tool paths, and smaller selection regions, The challenge is to compute a correspondence from
these strokes, paths and partial selections in the example image
to the target image. One approach may be to use a mesh-based
technique to build these correspondences. For example, we can
triangulate the 83 landmark points identified by our face recognizer and use barycentric interpolation to compute the mapping.
The inset figure shows a
stroke transfer of the highlight stroke on the lip using
this approach. However, it remains unclear how to transfer
strokes, paths and selection
marks when the recognizer
does not produce landmarks
or when the marks cover
Example
Target
multiple labeled regions.
Learning macros from multiple demonstrations. Macros usually
contain a variety of parameters that are dependent on the local
content of the image. While some of these parameters are spatial,
others depend on non-spatial context. For example, in Section 10
we explain that the eye-recoloring macro involves adjusting hue
and therefore only works well for light-colored irises. For darkcolored irises both hue and brightness would need to be adjusted.
One approach for correctly handling such dependencies might be to
learn them from multiple demonstrations of the manipulation.
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